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And that is the gift that these Great Masters have, that of restoring pure knowledge without fanaticism,

without ignorance, etc., of cleaning the rivers of history, the rivers of philosophy, of science, it is not that

a single man do it all, it is not possible. Christ formed 12 Apostles to be able to do this work, they were

his arms, 12 pairs of his arms; the arms of a Master are his true disciples, and thus yes it is possible to

work; forming a team, as a general has his staff, his officers; a doctor also has his assistants in the

hospital, as it is a team effort. And in this way it is possible to revive again the spirituality of humanity

that is now in danger, because it has fallen into materialism, people hardly go to temples to pray, rather

they go to banks, which look like churches, everyone in silence, standing on line, waiting for the holy

communion of the little bills, everyone is very respectful in line, they can stay an hour, two hours ... but

for the spiritual it seems that there is nothing, it seems that money is more powerful than God, and God

does not allow that because he knows that humanity has finished sinking; They no longer want to have

children, the child is a hindrance, they prefer to have cars and houses, but nothing to do God.

But God does not want to lose their souls because that is where His prestige goes, let's just say, if

humanity were to destroy itself, it would be said: “poor God, he did not know how to make humans, he

did not know”. And that the image and likeness no longer served for anything. God does not want to look

bad and tries to reestablish his laws, his wisdom, and not to show off, but because he has love for that

being that he has created.



That which is called God has a true love that today is very rare to know what it is. Then, those great

Masters, who are the Initiators, since they are the ones who are going to initiate a spiritual renewal, who

do not bring a new religion, but come to cleanse the religions of as much contamination as they have

accumulated, so that each religion, which comes from a Grand Master of the past, recovers again its

luster, its brilliance, its beauty; so that a new priest arrives with vigor, with more vision, and then the

peoples benefit; but sometimes, when a civilization ends, everything ends, its religion, its art, its science

ends. Everything is in ruins and then the Master who appears at that moment becomes the starting

point of a religion, but it is already known that, for example, with the teaching that the Buddha brought,

a religion was formed, and that religion gathered remnants of previous religions and combined the with

the Buddha’s teachings, and a spiritual philosophy was formed.



Christianity took from Buddhism the rosary that, like the use of candles and tapers, comes from India.

These were used in all religions, but as a result of the teaching of Christ, the Apostles and other disciples

took those teachings that were being lost and, together with the teaching of Christ, created a whole

philosophy, a whole theology, a complete set; they did not start from scratch. No Master starts from

scratch. The Christ was of the Hebrew religion, his parents were Hebrew, his father was a rabbi, he

taught in a temple, and Jesus Christ had the right to speak in the synagogue because He was also of the

Hebrew religion, and that is why he called the attention of the rabbis, scolded the priests of the time,

had authority over them. But He did not come to impose the Hebrew religion, nor any religion. He came

to illuminate the soul of humanity no matter what religion they were from. That is why the apostles,

following Him, some went to Rome, others to Egypt, others to Byzantium, etc., to share with the peoples

that bread of wisdom and that wine of love, of true love, and that is then the Initiatic Path, to follow the

route of the Masters, not to follow a character, but to follow a wisdom that comes from God, not from

any character. We say, of Buddha, Buddhism, of Christ, Christianity, of Muhammad, Mohammedanism,

because that is how the people see it, but, in reality, they were Heaven sent.

(To be continued)


